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The fatality involvement of Heavy Freight Vehicles (HFUs) is great in both

absolute and relative numbers. In the Nordic countries about 20 heavy trucks

per l0000 registered are involved in fatal aCCidents annually. The same

ratio for cars is less than 3 per 10000. The severity of injuries in HFU

accidents, pointed out in statistics, is consistent with their great mass

and aggressive chassis geometry. with simple calculus and theorems from

physics on impacting bodies, some length demands on deformation zones in

car-HFU collisions are presented.

The practical difficulties to find satisfactory injury prevention measures

constitute themselves an incentive for better acc1dent aVOidance qualities

in HFUs. Hence, it is essential to find the vehicle properties most decisive

of HFU's active safety. Such properties may be easier to identify in HFU

tcailgc combinations than in single trucks. Their accident/mileage ratio is

namely substantially higher than those of Single trucks and of cars,

according to data from the U.S. as well as from Sweden. with a reView of

experimental and computer simulation studies, characteristics are listad

that explain why (particularly articulated) HFUs exhibit handling and

braking properties inferior to cars. In eva51ve manoeuvres for instance, the

yawing whiplash of artics exposes the rear vehicle units to more severe (and

driver imperceptible) lateral motions than the front ones.

A number of Nordic observations have indicated that the braking performance

and stability of many HFUs (particularly trailer combinations) in use are

below acceptable limits. Therefore, a soientific study is being performed on

about 400 HFU trailer combinations, randomly selected from the traffic on

suitable roads in Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden. Both the overall

retarding performance and the brake force distribution are measured directly

by driving and dynamometer tests, as well as calculated from records of

cylinder and drum diameters, push rod travel, etc. The measurements are to

be completed during the autumn 1988 and results from the evaluation will be

presented in the full paper.

Submiss ion for OECD Symposwm , 1987 . Tile DEtDSlIt.REP generated Sept.-96 by t Strandberg. Program USU.
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1. BACKGROUND

In many countries, official statistics indicate that Heayy Freight Vehicles

(HFVs) are overrepresented in fatal accidents. In fact, the absolute numbers
of fatalities involving HFVs are alarming enough to motivate special research
on this category of vehicle and road user.

During the last decades, some international seminars and multilateral reviews
have been devoted particularly to HFV safety, for instance by HSRI (1975),
OECD (1977), and OECD (1983). More recent studies on HFV safety have been
(NHTSA, 1986) and will be published by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA), since 1985 arranging a special session on HFVs in its
bi-annual Technical Conferences on Experimental Safety Vehicles (ESV).

The operating conditions of HFVs are quite different from light road vehicles.
In addition, the great dimensions and great (variations in) weight of HFVs
have lead to design principles deviating substantially from cars. Many of
these HFV peculiarities deteriorate their safety performance to an extent that
probably not would be tolerated in more commonly known road vehicles.
Therefore, this paper will concentrate on some fundamental aspects and put
forward the schematic principles, while many important mathematical and other
details are sacrificed for greater accessibility.

2. ACCIDENT DATA

2.1 Accident and registration statistics for cars compared to HFVs.

In January 1981 about 250 000 heavy trucks (maximum permissible gross weight
above 3500kg) were registered in the Nordic countries, i.e. Denmark, Finland,
Norway and Sweden. Then about 500 heavy trucks per year were involved in fatal
accidents, i.e. 20 per 10 000 of the vehicle fleet. The fatality involvement
for passenger cars was less than 3 per 10 000 (about 2000 involved cars among

7.3 million registered). See tab.1.
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Iabél; Number of accident involved and registered :a) cars and; b) heavy

trucks or tractors above 3500kg Gross Vehicle Weight (motorized HFVs) . Annual
average for 1981/82 in the Nordic countries (Norwegian figures on fatalities
not available). Data from Christensen, Strandberg, Calonius, Muskaug (1984).

 

COUNTRY: DE .5. SI DE:-itä. N. 19:31

CARS in Accidents 9385 16178 7176 32739 8462 41201

CARS in Fatal accidents 488 659 422 1569 ?? 2?~
(JARs in Veh. Register 1366867 3370000 1271314 6008181 1278817 7286998
Ratio Acc.inv/Registered .005449 .005654
Fatality inv./Registered .000261 ?? ??

HFVs in Accidents 917 1019 826 2762 815 3577
HFVs in Fatal accidents 127 116 127 370 ?? ??
lfFVs in Ven. Register 45826 90000 52400 188226 60834 249060
Ratio Acc.inv/Registered .01467 .01436
Fatality inv./Registered .00197 ?? ??

 

2.2 Aggressiveness of HFVs compared to other motor vehicles.

When police reports on traffic accidents are registered for the official
statistics in Sweden, the involved traffic elements (road users, vehicles,

animals) are treated differently depending on if they are judged to be primary
involved or not. For instance, if a car overtakes another car and collides
with a meeting HFV, only the two cars are considered primary involved (though
the overtaken car may be undamaged and perhaps not even identified).Therefore,
such accidents cannot easily be retrieved as HFV accidents, and the HFV
aggressiveness against the different road users cannot be distinguished. It
would be fortunate if more objective recording principles were used in the
future. See Andersson, Lagerlof (1983) or Strandberg (1983) for descriptions
of accident registration models with greater potential for retrievals.

However, more global numbers on the HFV aggressiveness can be obtained from
official statistics by calculation of ratios between the number of involved
vehicles in fatal and non fatal accidents. Tab.2 shows that more than 10x of
the accident involved HFVs were involved in fatalities, while the cars'

fatality percentage was about S%. It is also apparent that the heaviest
vehicles (HFVs with trailer) were the worst with an average of 15% involved in
fatalities.

Over the decade in tab.2 a general decline in number of fatalities can be
observed. However, the relative aggressiveness of HFVs (when compared to cars
or other motor vehicles) has not changed, according to the involvement ratios
in the last section of tab.2. In fact, data from a U.S. review by the
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, IIHS (1985) exhibit a slight increase
of HPV aggressiveness in the last decade: In 1977 , a car occupant was 26
times more likely than a truck occupant to be killed when the two vehicles
crashed. Now the ratio is 35 times more likely.
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Tab.2. Some measures on the aggressiveness of HFVs and on the severity of

traffic accidents in Sweden from data in official statistics.

 

Quantity 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 5 years

   

Number of ROAD ACCIDENTS

with Injuries 17043 16028 15231 15288 16531 80121
thereof with Fatalities 1035 911 755 681 717 4099
Percentage Fatalities 6.1 5.7 5.0 4.5 4.3 5.1

In above accidents
INJURED PEOPLE 23011 21607 20094 20035 21436 106183
Thereof KILLED 1168 1034 848 758 801 4609
Percentage Killed 5.1 4.7 4.2 3.8 3.7 4.3

      

Involved MOTOR VEHICLES
in Injury accidents 25792 24003 22034 22054 23955 117838
thereof in Fatal acc. 1477 1371 1074 955 1015 5892
Percentage in Fatal 5.7 5.7 4.9 4.3 4.2 5.0

      

Thereof PASSENGER CARS
in Injury accidents 19755 18429 16397 16178 18072 88831

      

thereof in Fatal acc. 1070 1010 783 659 715 4237
Percentage in Fatal 5.4 5.5 4.8 4.1 4.0 4.7

Thereof HGVs GVW>3500kg

in Injury accidents 1288 1145 1132 1019 1072 5656
thereof in Fatal acc. 181 162 121 116 119 699
Percentage in Fatal 14 14 11 11 11 12.3

Of these NON TRAILER HGVs
in Injury accidents 698 660 646 591 632 3227
thereof in Fatal acc. 75 89 56 57 55 332
Percentage in Fatal 11 13 8.6 10. 8.7 10.3

Of these TRAILER HGVs

in Injury accidents 590 485 486 428 440 2429

thereof in Fatal acc. 106 73 65 59 64 367
Percentage in Fatal 18 15 13 14 15 15.1

      

INVOLVEMENT RATIOS below in Permille (0.1% units, parts per thousand)

HGV/Motor Veh. INV.RATIO

in Injury accidents 50 48 51 46 45 48
in Fatal accidents 123 118 113 121 117 119

HGV/Car INVOLVEM. RATIO

in Injury accidents 65 62 69 63 59 64
in Fatal accidents 169 160 155 176 166 165
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2.3 Statistics on accident avoidance properties of cars compared to HFVs.

In tab.3 accident and mileage statistics have been used for comparisons of the
accident risk of HFVs and cars.The accident rate is defined as the number of
vehicles involved in police reported accidents (irrespective of severity and
including non-injury accidents) divided by the number of travelled million
kilometers for the same type of vehicle.

Iab.3. Accident rates for cars and HFVs in summer and winter. Data from two

years in four Swedish counties by Nilsson and Thulin (1979).

 

Vehicle type: Passenger car Truck
SEASON Light condition: Daylight Darkness Daylight Darkness

SUMMER 0.67 1.44 0.56 0.72

WINTER 1.00 1.64 0.97 0.92
Ratio winter/summer: (1.49) (1.14) (1.73) (1.28)

 

In general, deviations in reporting routines and tendency make it difficult to
find reliable numbers on travelled distance and on non-fatal accidents for
valid risk comparisons between countries or between different vehicle types.
However, available statistics and data such as in tab.3 indicate that the
accident risk increases more for HFVs than for cars when the road surface
becomes more slippery. Snow or ice is a major environmental factor also in
absolute numbers, since it was present in about every second HPV accident
during a whole year period, according to data from the Swedish National Road
Administration (Johansson, 1983).

Though tab.2 shows that HFVs had considerably less accident risks than cars,
the fatality risk (fatal crashes per 100 million miles) was similar to that of
cars for single unit trucks and substantially greater for articulated_HFVs
(artics) in a U.S. study by Eicher, Robertson, Toth (1982) (according to IIHS,
1985).

2.4 Methods to identify relevant accident avoidance parameters in HFVs.

As mentioned in ch.4 below, several studies indicate that single artics
(tractor-semitrailer combinations) have better highway handling properties
than gogb1e__agtig§ (truck and full trailer) and triple antics (double

bottoms). Nevertheless, their greater low speed off tracking may impair the

safety for unprotected road users in urban areas. The smaller dimensions and

weight of tractor semitrailers may also lead to a greater mileage in urban
areas compared to truck full trailer combinations.
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Effects like this may have contributed to the higher accident risks for
tractor semitrailers (as compared with truck-trailers of similar length) found

in a Swedish study of long vehicles by Trafiksakerhetsutredningen, TSU (1977).

At that time Sweden considered a reduction of the maximum permissible length

of vehicle combinations from 24 to 18 metres. However, the 24-metre limit

appeared safer from several viewpoints and the 18 metre idea was abandoned.

Though TSU compared the single and double artics in many ways, the poor
matching of exposure and accident data in official statistics made it
virtually impossible to isolate the relevant parameters in the vehicles
themselves. A more suitable method for this purpose is the case-control study
technique, often used in epidemiology. An accident group of vehicles is then
compared with a control group passing the accident site at about the same time

as the accident occured. The basic idea is that significant group differences
found in design , load , maintenance , driver-, and employer parameters
reflect safety relevant factors associated with the vehicles themselves, since
both groups have been exposed to the same environmental risk factors.

Such a case-control study was conducted by Stein and Jones (1987) on
interstate highway crashes during two years in Washington State. Their results
indicate clearly that certain vehicle parameters, such as the number of
articulations, may be even more decisive of safety than driver parameters.
This adds further doubts against the common conclusion that driver education
is more important than vehicle design improvements.

Similar conclusions are often drawn on the basis of ambigous results from
accident investigations, stating that vehicle factors play a negligent causal
role compared to human factors. No causal factor can be identified, if one
does not know about its existence in general, and if one does not search for

it. In addition, accidents are multicausal phenomena by definition.

Therefore, it is impossible to find really objective figures on the
distribution of accident causes between drivers, vehicles and traffic
environment. If such global cause categories are used, the presented figures
tell more about the investigators and their methods than about the actual
accidents. Numerous examples may be found in the literature, but in this
context it is preferred to avoid embarassing a few authors by referring to
them only, particularly if their investigations otherwise would not be
considered at this OECD symposium.

3. INJURY PREVENTION CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 HFV mass and front structure in head on collisions with cars.

The mass in itself make HFVs very aggressive when impacting to other road
users. For instance, a head on collision between a fully loaded HFV and an
ordinary car, both at SOkm/h, will expose the car occupants to the same
velocity change as a barrier or car to car collision at almost 100km/h. See
fig.1. (If the structure compression is partly elastic, the compartment may be
thrown back at an even higher speed after the impact.)
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Fig.1 is based on the conservation theorem for linear momentum and assumption

of a completely non-elastic impact. If K is the mags ratig between HFV and car

and V is the average vehicle speed (i.e. half the closing speed), the
 

algebraic expression for the car velogity changa (deuav) is given by eq.1. In

a barrier impact the velocity change, dehav, is approximately equal to the

closing speed.

(doltav) 2 K
____.__ . ___ ___ (1)

v K + 1

Car velocity change

Average vehicle speed |
 

| |
l '

  
 

   
   
 

q-

mt/mC = K 1 2 3 5 10 20 50

_ v (km/h) 50 67 75 83 91 95 98 _.
0,5 B

0 l L l
l l r

0 5 10 15 20

K : HFV maSS' '

Car mass

Eigala Car velocity change divided by average vehicle speed as a function of
the HFV/car mass ratio (K) in a head-on collision. Some values are given of

the corresponding velocity change in barrier impacts (VB).
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In today s trucks and tractors, front underrun guards are very rare, though
they are prerequisites for avoiding fatalities in head-on collisions between
cars and HFVs, also at moderate closing speeds. Without the guard, the
comparatively high truck structure will pass above the car bonnet and intrude
severely into the car's passenger compartment. The energy absorbing capacity

of the car front body, achieved by car manufacturers the last decade, will
then never be ucilized.

However, even a low front underrun bumper is insufficient, if it is too short
or too stiff. After experiments with an energy-absorbing truck bumper,
allowing for about 200mm stroke at constant force, Riley, Penoyre, and Bates
(1985) considered 25 30km/h to be the maximum survivable average speed in car
truck collisions (with the car occupants restrained). When the stroke was
shorter, due to too stiff dissipators, the impact was severe enough to break
the seat belts of the dummies in the car.

3.2 Demands on deformation zones in car HFV collisions.

Many investigations on the crash safety of cars indicage that average
compartment decelerations should be kept below 20g (200m/s ) during frontal
impacts to avoid severe injuries to the belted occupants. See Saul,
MacLaughlin, Ragland, and Cohen (1981).

In a car HFV collision, car occupant protection requires a crush displacement
in the truck, which has been plotted versus average speed in fig.2. The
calculations behind the plots are based on the following assumptions:

a) The car is designed to have a crush displacement of at least 0.5m and a
compartment deceleration of maximum 20g when impacting to a rigid barrier
at 50km/h closing speed.

b) When the 0.5m crush has been used, the car compartment will withstand
without intrusion a prolonged deceleration of about 20g, resulting from
the plastic compression of the truck's optional deformation zone.

c) The deformation zone of the truck is of constant force model and designed
with a stiffness yielding a constant deceleration of 20g when impacted by
a rigid mass (m).

d) The mass of the deformation zones are considered zero.
e) Elastic interaction in the structures and friction forces from the tyres

are neglected.

Assumption (b) above is conservative for cars with a mass exceeding m. Their
deceleration will be less than 20g, as long as the deformation zone stiffness
(force) in the truck yields 20g for the mass m. On the other hand, this
demands a longer total crush to avoid truck zone saturation before the
compartment has decelerated to 50km/h against the truck. If the deformation
zones are too short, injurious deceleration peaks or intrusion will strike the
compartment upon saturation. If the car mass is less than m, the truck
deformation zone will be too stiff to avoid car compartment decelerations
above 20g or intrusion.
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£1g.2, Demand on residual crush in a truck's deformation zone for an average

car compartment deceleration of 20g during a head on impact plotted versus the
average vehicle speed. Parameter: HPV/car mass ratio (K).

In a German study (1985) referred to by Pullwitt (1986), the HFV collision
speed was below 60km/h for the HFV in 90%, and below 80km/h for the car in 85%

of the 149 investigated car-to HFV collisions. At such speeds (dauav up to
140km/h), the total crush must be at least 3.8m in order to avoid greater
deceleration violence to the car occupants than at a 50km/h barrier impact.
Small but common cars in Europe provide a crush length of about 0.5m, but no

more, without compartment intrusion or injurious deceleration spikes. Thus,
the available HPV crush length should be at least 3.3 m to make these crashes
reasonably survivable.

Hence, as long as special deformation zones are missing in HFVs, their active
safety and accident avoidance properties are of utmost importance.
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4. ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE PROPERTIES

4.1 HPV design and operation variables decisive of active safety.

Experimental studies and theoretical analyses have revealed numerous accident
avoidance problems with HFVs, due to their great dimensions and variations in
weights. Hence, it is essential to identify more precisely the vehicle design
and operation variables decisive of HFVs active safety. Such variables have
been listed in numerous studies, and the remaining part of this paper will
concentrate on the problems in connection with articulation and air braking of
multiple axles with great variations in load.

The articulation needed for manoeuvrability at low speeds creates stability
problems at highway speeds. This is supported by the results from Stein and
Jones (1987) in fig.3.

Involvement of Trucks in Single Vehicle

Crashes by Truck Con guration

  

 

 

        

3.5 '-
* w

3.0
i

. Slqnmcomly
g 2.5 - m amount nom
_ 1.0 lt ;: s. 0.05
C
.- 2.0
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s _a ' _

E 1.5 r- . " . Ovofinvolvod; _ ._ _ 4
2 ,o l
s ' _ v lr

0.5 ~ ["-1 I | ' ' ' = Undonnvolved

o l ' I _ ,
Slnglo Tractor Tractor- Truck- Western Rocky

Unll Tmin Trailer Double Mountmn

Double

'Rluo ol truck crush Involvement pomonugo to componoon ample percentage.

EIQLQL Involvement of HFVs in Single Vehicle Crashes by HFV Configuration.

Data from 222 HEVs involved in single accidents and from 666 comparison HFVs.
From Stein and Jones (1987) with kind permission by Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, Washington D.C.
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4.2 Yaw stability of articulated vehicles in non-braking situations.

The deteriorating influence on yaw stability from articulation was
investigated in full scale driving experiments, computer simulations and
theoretical analyses in the early 70's at the Swedish Road and Traffic
Research Institute (VTI). Though articulation has been introduced in HFV
design to improve the manoeuvrability and decrease the inwards off tracking at

low speeds, it was found to impair the handling properties and to increase the
outwards off-tracking at highway speeds when the sideslip angles no longer

may be neglected. See fig.4 and fig.5.

Eig,5, Increase in outwards off

tracking when a rigid vehicle unit

F m (a) is replaced by an articulated

unit (b).

If side forces and sideslip angles

(6) for the rear axles (index II)

b are assumed to be unaffected by

å. &_ articulation, the outer radius

\ (Ry) of the swept area will

increase.
 

JV From Strandberg (1974) also

elaborated on by Strandberg,

Nordström, Nordmark (1975).  
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Though the lateral friction utilization (or Side Eorcg ggeffigigng, SEC-Side
Force divided by normal force) in fig.5 is at a moderate level for the triple
artic tractor, the rear wheels are skidding at 90km/h with a SFC close to the

coefficient of friction for the actual road surface. During this kind of
manoeuvre, very light braking may cause sudden and severe skidding at the rear
end of the vehicle combination.
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Fig.§. Sideslip angle peaks for different axles of a single trailer (two
articulations) and a double trailer (three artics) HFV with the same overall
length (24m) when making a double lane change manoeuvre. The lateral
acceleration at the mass centre of the truck or tractor was 1.75m/s and
independent of speed. The scale for Side Force Coefficient (side force divided
by normal force) is an approximate average for tyres and loads typical for
these HFVs as measured on wet asphalt. Computer simulation data from
Nordstrom, Magnusson, Strandberg (1972).

Similar results were arrived at with experimental research also at the
University of Michigan Transportation- Research Institute (UMTRI, previously
HSRI) and are supported by others according to a state of the art survey by
Vlk (1985), who reviewed 70 articles on the handling performance of truck-
trailer vehicles.
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4.3 Yaw stability and braking performance of articulated vehicles.

According to schematic descriptions of tyre force characteristics, eq.2

expresses the approximate relationship between Coefficient of Friction (COP)
and the maximum available (due to road friction) Braking Force Coefficient
(BFC-braking force divided by normal force) and Side Force Coefficient (SFC).
It is often visualized as the so called friction circle.

 

BFG2 + src2 < Col?2 (2)

Due to the great rearward amplification of the SFC in a manoeuvering artic

(see fig.5), very small braking forces may then lock up the rear wheels and
result in severe skidding, since the tyre force direction becomes indefinite
when the unequality in eq.2 approaches equality. The necessary side force for
yaw stability is then no longer available.

Skidding will also occur during straight driving, if the wheels at some
vehicle end are braking too hard in relation to their load. This will bring

the BFC too close to the CoF. Therefore, the driver has to restrict the brake

pedal force below the level where the least (relatively) loaded wheels lock
up. If no load-compensating device is installed, tab.4 demonstrates that the
non-locking braking distance will increase more than twice when only the
trailer has been unloaded.

Iab.4. Non skidding braking distances with different loading on a typical HFV

(such as the truck-trailer in fig.5a) with constant brake force distribution
adapted to the maximum permissible gross weight in Sweden, where no devices
are required for load compensation of the braking torque. Initial speed: 20m/s
or about 70km/h. Winter road with COP-0.2. Dynamic load transfer neglected.
These examples of unloading will lead to trailer wheel lock if the braking
force exceeds 25% of the value, possible to apply at full load.

 

Loading Weights at the different axles (tonnes) Gross Braking
condition Truck Truck Truck Trailer Trailer Weight Force Distance

Front Drive Trailing Front Bogie (tonnes) part (m)
Both loaded 6 8 8 10 16 48 100% 100
Both empty 5 6 Up-O 2.5 4 17.5 25% 175
Trailer empty 6 8 8 2.5 4 28.5 25% 238
Tr.bogie unload 6 8 8 10 4 36 25% 300

 

4.4 Braking performance of Nordic HFV trailer combinations in traffic.

The handling and stability of HFVs is particularly poor during braking.
Therefore, a case-control study (similar to the above mentioned by Stein &

Jones, 1987) in the four Nordic countries was opened during 1986 with
measurements of decisive quantities in the air brake systems and of the
braking characteristics of HFVs. In each country 100 HFV combinations were
randomly selected from the normal traffic flow on suitable roads.
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Data for Sweden, now being analyzed, indicate that only a minority of the RFV-

combinations in use wi I reach the minimum retarding performance required in
legislation, i.e. Sm/s with available air pressure when fully loaded. See
fig.6. Wheel-lock and corresponding skidding tendencies (or excessive braking
distances) seem to be another major problem in Sweden, where no devices are
required for load-compensation of the braking torque.

 ;// /////
¢/// ////
//,ga //
  

 

Load weight of

2 /
sf 1/ / / /ig 5,7 / / /:C°m2tionm

/ / / / / / / ]: an... m... s...
Deceleration with Maximum Height And at 6 bar

 

E_LgLåiL Distribution of estimated maximum non locking deceleration at actual
gross weight (y axis) and at maximum permissible gross weight (x axis) for 100
HFV trailer combinations, randomly selected from the traffic on suitable roads
in Sweden 1986 (same sample as in fig.7).The yzaxis estimate is the recorded
deceleration at wheel lock OR the deceleration extrapolated to 6bar control
pressure from recorded decelerations in driving tests at 3bar and 4.5bar, if
no wheel lock was detected.

 

In fig.7 the estimated deceleration values according to fig.6 have been
transformed to the corresponding braking distance from 70km/h. So have the
Swedish deceleration requirements for HFVs and for cars. Cars are required to
decelerate 5.8m/s without any wheel lock, ago the rear wheels must not lock
before the front ones between 5.8 and 8. Om/s HFVs must have brakes capable
of decelerating the fully laden vehicle at 5.0 m/s2 (from 60km/h). However,
the Swedish rules corresponding to the ECE corridors (restricting the
deceleration pressure ratio in both directions) are rarely checked since the
announcement of the general exemption from load sensing valves.
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More distinct and general conclusions may be drawn later in 1987, when data
from all participating countries are available for analysis. Deceleration
performance and skidding tendency will be quantified and compared between the
four countries. Substantial differences in these qualities are expected, since
very few Swedish HFVs have load compensation, while many Finnish ones have
manually controlled pressure reduction valves, and while Danish and Norwegian
legislation requires automatic load sensing valves.

4.5 Characteristics of HPV air brakes impairing safety.

Apparently, HFV braking properties are even more inferior to that of cars than
what the (quite moderate) demands in legislation permit. This inferiority in
deceleration performance and in wheel lock resistance (i.e. yaw stability) may
be considered a natural consequence of contemporary air brake design, if not
equipped with wheel speed sensors of the anti lock type. These unwanted
characteristics deteriorate the control accuracy and delay the response of the
brake system, thereby reinforcing its open loop nature.

Most of the transient and steady state deviations from the ideal and

theoretical relationship between the control air pressure and the Braking
Force Coefficient at every wheel, act in the brake torque attenuating
direction. Therefore, insufficient deceleration performance may be seen as a
secondary consequence of the great brake force variations within and between
wheels. Consequently, it seems more appropriate to reduce the brakes'
sensitivity to varying operating conditions, and to improve the control system
properties than to increase their peak force and to introduce more valves or

open-loop components.

A list of safety impairing characteristics particular for HFVs and air brakes
is given below without any rank order. Apart from by national governmental

bodies, many of these problems are considered by the Economic Commission for
Europe, Group of Rapporteurs on Brakes and Running Gear (ECE GRRF), by the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and by the International Organisation
for Standardization (ISO/TC22/SC9). An overview of the technical and committee
work issues in this context was made by Nordström (1983).

a) Air brakes have substantially longer response times than hydraulic brakes,
due to the compressibility and comparatively low wave propagation velocity
of air. In addition, HFVs have long expandable air hoses and a long

distance from the control valve at the brake pedal to the farthest wheel
brake chamber. The maximum permissible response time for the worst brake
chamber in the trailer is 0.85 according to the ECE regulations.

b) A number of pressure modifying valves, air lines, and connectors may be
installed by one (e.g. a trailer) designer in a way that was not predicted
by another (e.g. the axle designer).

c) To reduce the brake wear of their own vehicles, it is said that some
owners install optional valves at the air coupling: the truck/tractor
owners enhance the pressure to alien trailers; and the trailer owners
attenuate it.

d) Many sequential brakings may consume air to such an extent that the spring
brakes are automatically applied, which may cause surprising wheel lock
and dangerous skidding.
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e) Load sensing valves of the mechanical type (transforming axle suspension
motions to pressure reductions), if mounted, are often partially or
completely out of order due to their tough operating conditions. Many
types are not designed to change their pressure input/output ratio quickly
enough upon dynamic load transfer, which may be substantial with high and
short vehicles.

f) The brake chambers are not linear (pressure to force) transducers. When
the diaphragm stroke and push-rod travel becomes long at some wheel, the

force declines without any easily visible indication to the driver.
g) Since a brake lining may be glazed and lose much of its friction when

its brake power dissipation is small in a number of brake applications,
anti lock brakes seem more favourable than load sensing valves even in
this respect.

h) The trailing shoe is particularly susceptible to glazing, since the
leading shoe makes more of the braking work from the beginning.
Differences between the leading and trailing shoes may therefore be
exaggerated, making the whole brake less efficient and more likely to fade
or to lock up.

1) Great variations in temperature and friction coefficients for different
linings on the market add further balancing problems when some linings
have been worn out.

j) Overheating and eccentricity problems are more pronounced with drum brakes
than with disc brakes. However, the peak force of air actuated disc brakes
are often less than what is demanded in a HPV.

These and other peculiarities of HFV brakes make it seem very unlikely that

any conventionally braked HFV (truck, tractor or trailer) would keep the

originally intended brake force balance during its whole lifetime. Considering
that many other vehicles also may be coupled to it, closed loop (anti lock)
brake systems appear to be essential for the braking safety of articulated
HFVs.
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